ﺍﻋﻮﺫ ﺑﺎﷲ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺸﻴﻄﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺟﻴﻢ
ﺑﺴﻢ ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﺮﲪﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
I seek refuge in GOD, from Satan the rejected
In the Name of GOD, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

Over it is nineteen

1.74:30 and Harmony Ra

[74:30] Over it is nineteen.
This verse is base of mathematical miracle of 19.God in this verse points to
nineteen.This verse is very important.Quran isn't normal book.Harmony of verses
play important roles in Quran.Harmony of verses is like order of poetry in Arabic
and Farsi and other languages . Many poets say poetry by specific Harmony. they
say poetry that all sentences of it ends with specific letter.For example harmony
of verse 74:30 is " "رbecause 74:30 ends with order Ra()ر.
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ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﺗﺴﻌﺔ ﻋﺸﺮ

[٧۴:٣٠]

Verse 74:30 ends with harmony Ra (  ) رand count of Ra in it is One.Now
consider all verses in total Quran that end with Ra and count of Ra in them is
One.It is interesting that in such state we have
Quran like :

114(19*6) verses in total

اﳍﻴﻜﻢ اﻟﺘﻜﺎﺛﺮ
وﻻ ﲤﻨﻦ ﺗﺴﺘﻜﺜﺮ
آﺬﺑﻮا بءاﻳﺘﻨﺎ آﻠﻬﺎ ﻓﺎﺧﺬﻬﻧﻢ اﺧﺬ ﻋﺰﻳﺰ ﻣﻘﺘﺪر
ﻳﻌﻠﻢ ﺧﺎﺋﻨﺔ اﻻﻋﲔ وﻣﺎ ﲣﻔﻲ اﻟﺼﺪور
وﲪﻠﻨﻪ ﻋﻠﻰ ذات اﻟﻮاح ودﺳﺮ
ان اﷲ ﻳﺪﻓﻊ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺬﻳﻦ ءاﻣﻨﻮا ان اﷲ ﻻ ﳛﺐ آﻞ
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[١٠٢:١]
[٧۴:۶]
[۵۴:۴٢]
[۴٠:١٩]
[۵۴:١٣]
[٢٢:٣٨]
ﺧﻮان آﻔﻮر

اﻧﺎ اﻧﺰﻟﻨﻪ ﰲ ﻟﻴﻠﺔ اﻟﻘﺪر

[٩٧:١]

Those 114 verses:
[3:119],[3:165],[8:39],[8:40],[14:34],[22:4],[22:6],[22:38],[22:62],
[22:66],[22:71],[30:54],[31:21],[31:28],[31:30],[35:6],[35:19],[35:20],
[35:22],[35:23],[35:28],[38:47],[38:64],[39:19],[40:19],[40:20],[40:41],
[42:9],[42:30],[42:34],[50:43],[52:1],[52:2],[52:4],[54:4],[54:5],[54:6],
[54:9],[54:11],[54:13],[54:16],[54:18],[54:20],[54:21],[54:23],[54:26],
[54:29],[54:30],[54:33],[54:35],[54:39],[54:42],[54:44],[54:45],[54:46],
[54:49],[54:51],[54:52],[54:54],[54:55],[55:14],[67:2],[67:7],[67:8],
[67:10],[67:14],[67:18],[74:1],[74:2],[74:4],[74:6],[74:9],[74:19],
[74:20],[74:21],[74:22],[74:25],[74:26],[74:28],[74:29],[74:30],[74:32],
[74:33],[74:34],[74:35],[74:37],[74:42],[75:8],[75:9],[75:10],[75:11],
[75:13],[77:33],[84:14],[86:10],[88:22],[88:23],[88:24],[89:1],[89:2],
[89:3],[89:4],[89:5],[93:9],[93:10],[97:1],[97:5],[100:10],[102:1],
[103:1],[103:2],[103:3],[108:1],[108:3]

Is it coincidence??
God be glorified!!
1-2Verse 74:30 ends with Ashar ( )ﻋﺸﺮ.Only one another verse in Quran ends with
Ashar that is 89:2.Between 74:30 and 89:2 there are 19 verses in the above
114 verses.
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اﻬﻧﺎ ﻻﺣﺪى اﻟﻜﱪ

[٧۴:٣۵]

[74:35] This is one of the great miracles.

This "One of the great miracles" provides the first physical evidence that the
Quran is God's message to the world.The verse 74:35 speak about 74:30.Now
consider letters from 74:30 to 74:35 .
In such state we have
too.

304(19*16) letters and 74:30 to 74:35 has 19 Noon
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Verse 74:30 ends with Ashar ( )ﻋﺸﺮ.There are only 19 verses in all Quran that
have Pattern Ashar ()ﻋﺸﺮ.(in such state we must count patterns not word or
root.for example Mashar in 55:33 has pattern Ashar but it isn't rootmate with
Ashar) like :

[ ﻭﺍﺫ ﺍﺴﺘﺴﻘﻰ ﻤﻭﺴﻰ ﻟﻘﻭﻤﻪ ﻓﻘﻠﻨﺎ ﺍﻀﺭﺏ ﺒﻌﺼﺎﻙ ﺍﻟﺤﺠﺭ ﻓﺎﻨﻔﺠﺭﺕ ﻤﻨﻪ ﺍﺜﻨﺘﺎ ﻋﺸﺭﺓ ﻋﻴﻨﺎ۲:۶۰]
ﻗﺩ ﻋﻠﻡ ﻜل ﺍﻨﺎﺱ ﻤﺸﺭﺒﻬﻡ ﻜﻠﻭﺍ ﻭﺍﺸﺭﺒﻭﺍ ﻤﻥ ﺭﺯﻕ ﺍﷲ ﻭﻻ ﺘﻌﺜﻭﺍ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻻﺭﺽ ﻤﻔﺴﺩﻴﻥ
[ ﻴﻤﻌﺸﺭ ﺍﻟﺠﻥ ﻭﺍﻻﻨﺱ ﺍﻥ ﺍﺴﺘﻁﻌﺘﻡ ﺍﻥ ﺘﻨﻔﺫﻭﺍ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻗﻁﺎﺭ ﺍﻟﺴﻤﻭﺕ ﻭﺍﻻﺭﺽ ﻓﺎﻨﻔﺫﻭﺍ ﻻ۵۵:۳۳]
ﺘﻨﻔﺫﻭﻥ ﺍﻻ ﺒﺴﻠﻁﻥ
Those 19 verses:
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[2:60],[2:196],[2:234],[5:12],[5:89],[6:128],[6:130],[6:160],[7:142],[7:160],
[8:65],[9:36],[11:13],[12:4],[20:103],[28:27],[55:33],[74:30],[89:2]
We know that harmony of 74:30 is Ra.Count of Ra in this 19 verses is 95
(19*5) too.

2. Harmony Ra and night of destiny
Harmony Ra in 74:30 play important role. Now consider all verses that ends with
Ra in Quran between first of Sura 74 to First of sura 97 (the sura that speak
about revealation of Quran in destiny night). in such state we have 57(19*3)
verses.
[74:1],[74:2],[74:3],[74:4],[74:5],[74:6],[74:7],[74:8],[74:9],
[74:10],[74:18],[74:19],[74:20],[74:21],[74:22],[74:23],
[74:24],[74:25],[74:26],[74:27],[74:28],[74:29],[74:30],
[74:31],[74:32],[74:33],[74:34],[74:35],[74:36],[74:37],
[74:42],[75:7],[75:8],[75:9],[75:10],[75:11],[75:12],[75:13],
[77:32],[77:33],[84:14],[85:11],[86:8],[86:9],[86:10],[88:21],
[88:22],[88:23],[88:24],[89:1],[89:2],[89:3],[89:4],[89:5],
[93:9],[93:10],[97:1]

3. Harmony Ra and first & last revealation
74:30 ends with harmony Ra and has one letter Ra too.We know that sura 96 is
first revealation and sura 68 is second revealation.Now consider all verses
between First revealation(sura 96) and second revealation(sura 68). In such state
we have

38(19*2) verses that ends with Ra and have only one letter Ra too.

Those 38 verses:
[74:1],[74:2],[74:4],[74:6],[74:9],[74:19],[74:20],[74:21],[74:22],[74:25],[74:26],
[74:28],[74:29],[74:30],[74:32],[74:33],[74:34],[74:35],[74:37],[74:42],[75:8],
[75:9],[75:10],[75:11],[75:13],[77:33],[84:14],[86:10],[88:22],[88:23],[88:24],[89:1]
,[89:2],[89:3],[89:4],[89:5],[93:9],[93:10]
It is interesting that total count of Noon and Waw in these 38 verses is

57(19*3).
God be glorified!!

4. Harmony Ra and sura 19
74:30 speak about 19 and has One Ra and has Harmony of Ra too. Now
consider all verses between Sura 19 and verse 74:30 that have One Ra and
ends with letter Ra too. It is interesting that in such state we have
verses.
Those 76 verses:
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76(19*4)

[22:4],[22:6],[22:38],[22:62],[22:66],[22:71],[30:54],[31:21],
[31:28],[31:30],[35:6],[35:19],[35:20],[35:22],[35:23],[35:28],
[38:47],[38:64],[39:19],[40:19],[40:20],[40:41],[42:9],[42:30],
[42:34],[50:43],[52:1],[52:2],[52:4],[54:4],[54:5],[54:6],[54:9],
[54:11],[54:13],[54:16],[54:18],[54:20],[54:21],[54:23],[54:26],
[54:29],[54:30],[54:33],[54:35],[54:39],[54:42],[54:44],[54:45],
[54:46],[54:49],[54:51],[54:52],[54:54],[54:55],[55:14],[67:2],
[67:7],[67:8],[67:10],[67:14],[67:18],[74:1],[74:2],[74:4],[74:6],
[74:9],[74:19],[74:20],[74:21],[74:22],[74:25],[74:26],[74:28],
[74:29],[74:30]

5. First and last Harmnoy Ra
74:30 ends with letter Ra.First verse in Quran that ends with letter Ra is 2:20
and last verse is 108:3.Sum of sura numbers and verse numbers of these two
verses is

133(19*7).God be glorified! Is It coincidence?!!!

2+20+108+3=133

6. First letter of 74:30
Verse 74:30 starts with Ain ()ع. Now consider all verses from Sura 74 to end of
Quran. In such state only 19 verses starts with letter Ain.
Those 19 verses:
[74:10],[74:30],[74:41],[76:6],[76:18],[76:21],[77:6],[78:1],
[78:2],[80:1],[81:14],[82:5],[83:23],[83:28],[83:35],[88:3],
[90:20],[96:5],[96:10]

7. Extra Bsm and sura 74
God almighty has created Quran numerically.We know that God has mentioned
one extra Bsm( )ﺑﺴﻢ اﷲ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ اﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢin sura 27 but at another side sura 9 hasn't
Bsm.In total God has mentioned 114 Bsm.Extra Bsm is mentioned in 27:30.
7-1Now let consider all verses between verse 27:30 to end of sura 74 that ends with
Ra and count of Ra is one.in such state we have 76(19*4) verses.
Those 76 verses:
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[30:54],[31:21],[31:28],[31:30],[35:6],[35:19],[35:20],[35:22],
[35:23],[35:28],[38:47],[38:64],[39:19],[40:19],[40:20],[40:41]
,[42:9],[42:30],[42:34],[50:43],[52:1],[52:2],[52:4],[54:4],
[54:5],[54:6],[54:9],[54:11],[54:13],[54:16],[54:18],[54:20],
[54:21],[54:23],[54:26],[54:29],[54:30],[54:33],[54:35],[54:39]
,[54:42],[54:44],[54:45],[54:46],[54:49],[54:51],[54:52],
[54:54],[54:55],[55:14],[67:2],[67:7],[67:8],[67:10],[67:14],
[67:18],[74:1],[74:2],[74:4],[74:6],[74:9],[74:19],[74:20],
[74:21],[74:22],[74:25],[74:26],[74:28],[74:29],[74:30],
[74:32],[74:33],[74:34],[74:35],[74:37],[74:42]

7-2Extra Bsm divide Quran to two parts:
Part1: From first of quran to first of extra Bsm(27:29).
Part2: From extra Bsm(27:30) to end of Quran.
We know that verse 74:30 starts with Ain and this verse is in part2.Now consider
all verses in part2 that strats with Ain.In such state we have 38(19*2) verses.
Those 38 verses:
[36:4],[37:44],[42:2],[53:5],[53:14],[53:15],[55:2],[55:4],
[56:15],[56:37],[56:61],[60:7],[64:18],[66:5],[68:13],[68:32],
[70:37],[70:41],[72:26],[74:10],[74:30],[74:41],[76:6],[76:18],
[76:21],[77:6],[78:1],[78:2],[80:1],[81:14],[82:5],[83:23],
[83:28],[83:35],[88:3],[90:20],[96:5],[96:10]

Has remained any doubt about orders of 19 ??!!
Praise be to God, Lord of the universe.
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